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please head over here: log4j
vulnerability on coldfusion

(adobe.com) and bookmark the page,
as it will be updated if/as things

change. this article contains
information related to coldfusion
2021, coldfusion 2018 as well as
coldfusion 2016. there are also

sections concerning the performance
monitoring toolset for 2021/2018 and

api manager. we have completely
revamped the cropping tool to now
have an on-canvas crop handle and

handles for crop radii. you can rotate
your shape, cut it out of an image,

and add frame information. we've also
added a preview panel that shows all

your crop settings at once. we've
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improved the in-context paint tool.
now you can use the on-canvas paint

tools to paint directly on the canvas or
drop paint onto the canvas from the

paint bucket. you can use a new
painting context to paint directly on
the canvas or drop paint onto the

canvas from the paint bucket. you can
also control the size of the paint

bucket to limit the amount of paint
you can drop on the canvas. the quick
fix panel has a new feature called "fix
unmatched regions" that works like
the photoshop "auto" fix tool in the
content-aware move tool (window>
content-aware move). use the slider
to fix out of focus areas of an image.
you can see an overlay of the area

you have selected before fixing. in the
content-aware move tool, you can

now adjust the content-aware move
dialog box so that the source and

destination are aligned. you can also
view the content-aware move tool

options in the tool options window. the
options tab has new settings that

include keeping the original pixels or
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changing the pixels to the new
background color.
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the release has been highly
anticipated by the community as it is
one of the first builds of the year to
include several new improvements.
this release addresses several bugs

and includes general ui
improvements, state management

refactoring and several new tools to
help our community and merchants
with great features to address their

needs: the new entity product
supports alignable, scalable and

rotateable entities. the flex fields and
sizes are flexible enough to support
most product types. also, we have

made changes to prevent some
scenarios for which an image would

be cropped when the image is
uploaded. this prevents images from
being cropped for items that do not
have an image or are not available.

the entity product is available in both
the new and old/legacy form and is

part of the new release: https://www.a
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dobe.com/devnet-apps/commerce/ we
are pleased to offer you a way to
easily upgrade to the new adobe
technology service (ats) license

version and reclaim your old service
subscription. starting today, you can
upgrade anytime between the end of
january and the end of february. you

are not required to do anything or
leave the adobe.com website at any

time during the upgrade process,
which is seamless. we've also

introduced a new safety web page
that will make it easier to understand

and use the cws safety icon and
clearly communicate the risk of the
use of typekit . have a happy new

year! a major issue with the patch is
that while it fixes most of the reported

problems, the new version seems
unstable and doesn't always work
properly, or doesn't integrate well

with other adobe programs. fix and re-
test a variety of photoshop and bridge
functions and then post the final list of

changes in a blog post and share it
with the community. note: in this blog
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post we decided not to include the
"crack" fixes for the 2020.22 and
2020.23 updates of the adobe cc

library. if you want to try those out,
simply download the update from the

cc portal. 5ec8ef588b
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